The Illusion

Next Meeting:
November 28th, 2018
Volume 6, Issue 11
November 2018

Meeting Location and Time: 7:00 Wednesday (November 28th, 2018) at The DeHoff Building — 821 S. Main St.
N. Canton, Ohio 44720— Regular meeting bring magic— No Dinner at Varieties Restaurant, covered dish at meeting .

The Minutes—Inside The Meeting
Well another year is
about to pass right before
our eyes and the holiday
season is right in front of
us. And that only means
that the Canton
Magicrafters had another
successful banquet and
show. Just short of 150
people were treated to a
great night of food, fellowship, and magic at our
new location. With just a
few minor hiccups, the
show went on and everyone had a great time.
Thanks to all of the magicians, both stage and
close up, for doing such a
great job. I feel that the
magic was top notch, the
new location was beautiful, and the food was
great. And at only $25.00
per ticket, it was a real

bargain. With a very successful 50/50 and raffle,
the club also made some
money. Our treasurer,
Mike Salvino, will have
the numbers at the November meeting. I think
we finally have a place
that we can call home for
our annual banquet and
show. Special thanks to
Travis Steffle and all of
the other club members
who helped out selling
tickets and helping out
back stage. Also thanks
to our sound man once
again, Paul Custer. And
how about our 2018 magician of the year , Brent
Schneider. Can you think
of a better winner. Brent
was presented his plaque
and trophy at the banquet. Nominations for our

2019 club officers were
taken at the October meeting with the following results. Mike Salvino for
treasurer, Randy Weidenhamer for secretary,
Brent Schneider for vice
president, and Jeff Conley
for president. Nominations
will remain open for the
November meeting followed by the voting process. Also congratulations
to Nick Eaton, our newest
Canton Magicrafter. Nick
is a member of the Cleveland ring also.

group. I hear that Congratulations and in order
for Tim Angeloni as he is
once again a new grandfather. Best wishes to our
friend, Mike Lair, as he
has retired and moved to
North Carolina. Our annual kickoff dinner will be
held on January 9th at
John’s bar. Menu will be
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For The Good Of The Club
First of all, I hear that Jim
Klayder is doing much
better. Please keep Jim
in your thoughts and
prayers as well as John
Walker who has had
some recent heart trouble. And also Paul
Snyder who had a recent
health issue needs to be
in that same prayer

Inside this issue:

available real soon. Best
wishes to a speedy recovery to Dan Weaver’s wife,
Faith, as she and a set of
stairs didn’t get along real
well. As you know Dan is
responsible for most of the
great pictures that appear
in this newsletter as he
photographs all of our
magic events.

Special points of interest:

 The November banquet
is another good one!
 Congratulations to
Brent Schneider our
Magician of the Year
 Auction and kickoff dinner coming up next
 A new member at the
last meeting.
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The Card Korner—ACAAN

Attention Members
Last Meeting Stats:
Attendance: 18
Members: 17
Guests: 1
New Members: 1
Member doing
magic: 6
35% of attending
members doing
magic:

Now it’s time to talk about
one of my favorite things in
magic, Card Tricks! I have
had numerous discussions
with fellow card slingers
about possibly one of the
most famous card tricks in
the world. Any Card At Any
Number or ACAAN as it is
called now. But originally
called the Berglas Effect.,
named by Jon
Racherbaumer in 1984.
This trick was made famous by a very famous

English magician, David
Berglas and is considered
the holy grail of card magic.
David is the son of Marvin
Berglas, owner of Marvin’s
Magic, the world’s leading
distributor of professional
magic sets. Over the years
there has been many many
copies and variations of the
Berglas effect, but none
come close to the original
holy grail. It takes over 50
pages to explain the trick in
the book called the berglas

effect. Not to mention an
extreme amount of memory
work with a stacked deck.
To see a performance of the
original Berglas Effect go to
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mdXIVQ-asqU.
This in my opinion is the
greatest card trick ever performed and I only wish that
one day I could perform it.
But until then I’ll be happy
with regular old card tricks.
So I hope that Santa brings
you lots of new card tricks.

From The Secretary’s Desk
“The theme of
our November
meeting will be
“fun”. ”

The theme of our November meeting will be “fun”.
We will be having a short
business meeting followed by a covered dish
dinner and a gift exchange ($10.00 limit
please). Also please note
that we will not be meet-

ing at the restaurant before the meeting for dinner. Also there is a possibility that we will be having an early lecture in
2019, as Nate Kranzo
could be making an appearance in January. Our
annual magic auction will

be held on Saturday February 16th at the North
Canton Church of Christ.
Thanks to John Mayer for
arranging this to happen.
If you have any consignments, please see Mike
Bishop ASAP for a good
number.

Magic at the last meeting!
Our MC for the evening was Kadyen Steffle. Our
newest member, Nick
Eaton, performed his initiation show as he demonstrated his skill with some coins
and an Okito box. Nick
Popa amazed everyone
once again with his work
with a rubic cube and Nik Kil
proved his skill with a deck

of cards as he cut to the 4
kings. Ken Hutchinson solved
the mystery of the Raja’s necklace as it returned after it was
stolen and placed in a bag.
Ron Barnett kept with the
theme of the Halloween season as he used some spirit
slates to find the chosen card.
Randy Weidenhamer hosted
the teach a trick section of the

performance as he taught a simple business card prediction of a
chosen card. Of course the business card is given away at the
end of the trick. And finally Drew
Hutchinson also kept with the
theme of the season as he performed hippity hop rabbits with a
pair of mischievous ghosts and a
haunted house

Solution to Shin Lim’s AGT Performance Challenge

“However, you see tricks and TARBELL is not about tricks, it is about principles. We are studying WHY magic

works. The Vanishing Coin in Glass is Tarbell’s first trick in the course. Not because it is a good trick (there
are better ones to come) but he wants us to understand the principles involved. Many of the tricks in Tarbell
are dated and passé, but the principles are not. They will always be valid. “ - Charles Windley
Last month we began a new focus, THE CHALLENGE. Shin Lim’s effect from AGT was put forth to see if YOU could create
a solution. Thank you all that participated. The following was the solution chosen, and including a close runner up. Put
your thinking caps on and Watch this:
https://youtu.be/YonLeD9Z89k
How did Shin do it? As magicians we are knowledgeable about methods and techniques or at least should be. If not,
read Tarbell and learn many techniques and methods.
This month is the solution to the THINK MAGIC CHALLENGE.
The CHALLENGE: Recall that the challenge was to Watch the YouTube video of Shin Lim’s performance and
recreate it with any method you can.
EFFECT: A spectator randomly picks a card. The cards are divided into four equal piles and each pile is given
to each spectator by one of the spectators. The cards are shuffled. And a few are discarded. The cards chosen is reveled. The card on top of the Spector’s pile is the chosen card. And the mates of the card are on top
of the other three piles.

HISTORY: Shin Lim competed on this year’s America’s Got Talent. And through the season performed several
magic effects. This particular one is an intimate card trick with three spectators. If you haven’t heard, Shin Lim
won this season. You can soon catch him in his own show in Las Vegas!
PARAPHINILIA: A deck of cards.
The SOLUTION: Have a spectator shuffle the cards. Take the cards and perform a fair riffle and have the spectator stop you whenever they want (fig. 1). This is truly a free choice. Perform Ryan Shultz’s Pivotal Peak (found in
his Live Penguin Lecture and his book MAKING THE CUT). This is a great peek done while holding the deck in a
modified peek position. The move is invisible. Or as Shin Lim performs it, he does a twist peek. After the riffle,
hold a break at the chosen card. Close the spread, slightly swivel out a part of the pip. As you hand the deck to
the spectator, you can flip the deck over in order to catch a glimpse of the pip (fig. 2 and fig. 3).

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3

Have the spectator shuffle the cards again. Take the deck of cards back and begin to split the pack into 4 piles.
As you do this, split the cards at the chosen card and its mates, and each should be at the bottom of the piles as
you lay the piles face-up on the table into 4 equal piles. Make this look smooth and haphazard. The first splitting
of the piles may be off, and you may have cards left, just begin to place the rest of the cards into the piles under
the auspice of making the piles even. Keep track of where the Spectator’s chosen card is located, this pile will
end up with the spectator that chose the card.
Flip the piles over so that they are face down now. The chosen card and Its mates will now be on top of the piles.
Using Magician’s choice, have the spectator point to one of the 4 piles. If she chooses the one with the chosen
card, let them take the pile and chose who gets the rest of the piles. If she chooses a different pile, tell her to
choose who gets that pile. Continue until the spectator has the pile with the chosen card.
Have each spectator take their pile and hold in a Mechanic’s grip. Explain that his is how a dealer at a casino
deals cards. Each person now deals the top card face down onto the table in front of them.
Then have them shuffle and then deal another card. Make sure that they deal into a nice neat pile. This way the
cards will not lose the arrangement. Have them shuffle the remaining cards and deal another

card face down. Then tell them they can lay down any number of cards like a small packet on top of the other
dealt down cards. Explain that all they are doing is thoroughly shuffling up the cards.
Pick up your pile and hold in a mechanic’s grip. Tell the spectator to do the same. Explain that in poker, players
“burn” the top card. Throw the top card into the middle of the table and have the spectators do the same. Continue to tell them that they can burn as many cards as they want and stop whenever they want, as long as they don’t
throw all the cards out so that they still have a small pile to play. Explain that they can “burn” one card or multiple
cards.
Have everyone count how many cards they have left in their hand by taking the top card and laying it on the table
face down as they count, the next card on top of that and so on.
Mention that the discarded pile of cards in the middle of the table has about half the cards in it. Now ask the spectator that chose the cards what the chances are that the chosen card is in the discarded pile in the middle. They
may say it’s about 60% or more.
Now reiterate that they chose the piles, that they shuffled, that they picked how many cards to get rid of and really
focus on the randomness of the situation.
Even after all that happened, ask what the probability would be if the chosen card was in the spectator’s pile. Then
ask them what if the chosen card was at the top of their pile.
Have the Spectator pick up the top card and revel it. It is the chosen card!
Further explain that they are playing a game of poker and that a 4 of a kind is the best hand. Have the other top
cards of the 3 piles turned over to revel all the mates of the chosen card! 4 of a kind!
AFTER THOUGHTS: Another solution you can utilize is to have a short card and then force a known card. This
allows the cards to be known before the effect is performed, which can allow more conclusions to the effect such
as a Prediction that a spectator hold the whole time. One drawback to this method is that it eliminates the ability to
use a borrowed deck.
Take the challenge and look for the NEW THINK MAGIC in 2019! The next challenge comes from the annuals of
one of the best books in Magic; the Abbott’s Magic Catalog. Keep reading!

Email any suggestions for upcoming challenges to egpennington@hotmail.com . Or send a video and I will
write it up for you.
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Canton Magicrafters Classified Ads / Web Sites
Randy Weidenhamer

Michael Bishop

Jeff Conley

hypnomike.com

battleofmagicians.com

Jeff Conley

Rick Everhart
everhartmagic.com

themagicofrandy.com

John Mayer
mmpmagic.com

Dan Weaver
photosbydanweaver.com

misterjeff.com
John Walker
jw-magic.com
Bill McKinney
magic-by-bill.com

Michael Oddo

Mike Salvino

michaeloddo.com

salvinomagic.com

Jim Klayder
jim@jupitermagictheater.c
om

2018 Club Officers
Jeff Conley
President
Emmett Pennington
Vice President
Randy Weidenhamer
Secretary
Mike Salvino
Treasurer
Brent Schneider
Librarian

Emmett Pennington
Emmettmagic.com

The Magic Calendar For 2018 and More to Come
November 28th 2018
Canton Magicrafters
monthly meeting. Regular
meeting. 7:00 DeHoff
Building. Voting for club
officers, gift exchange,
and covered dish dinner .
December

January 9th 2019 Canton Magicrafters kickoff
dinner at John’s bar—
RSVP—bring magic.

NEXT YEAR—HAVE A
GREAT AND SAFE
HOLIDAY SEASON

February 16th 2019
Canton Magicrafters annual magic auction. North
Canton Church of Christ

No Regular meeting

2018 Magic Banquet

Monthly Magic
Theme:
Holiday Fun

Next Meeting:
November 28th, 2018
The DeHoff Building
821 S. Main St.
North Canton, Ohio 44720
Meets the last Wednesday of each
month
Randy Weidenhamer / Secretary
Phone: 330-933-8787 (Cell)
E-mail: randy.weidenhamer@gmail.com

Put A Little Magic Into Your Life And
See You At The Meeting!

Canton Magicrafters

We’re on the Web:
www.cantonmagicrafters.com

The Canton Magicrafters were organized on April 17,
1920 (before IBM) by a group of 20 magicians from Canton Ohio to further the art of magic and the allied arts in
Canton Ohio and the surrounding areas. The club disbanded and was later reformed in 1960. The first new
meeting hosted 10 magicians. The Canton Magicrafters,
as we are called now, quickly grew to 26 members and
became a chartered I.B.M. Ring, # 243, on April 15,
1977. We now boast a membership of more than 30 magicians of all ages, styles, abilities, and skill levels from
all over Stark County and beyond. Monthly meeting, banquets and shows, auctions, picnics, club library, road
trips, lectures, and much more are just a few of the
things the Canton Magicrafters have to offer their members. The Canton Magicrafters have a proud history of
serving the magic community in Stark County for many
years, and we hope to continue for many more.

I.B.M. Ring # 243

